LEE CRAIG STEWART
CREATIVE DIGITAL DESIGNER
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@leecraigstewart
www.leestew.art

EDUCATION

PERSONAL STATEMENT
Being a creative and dedicated individual, committed when making and completing
personal targets, I have gained an excellent reputation in the design field.
Possessing a wealth of computer knowledge combined with exemplary literature,
numeracy and communication skills. Proven ability to always achieve deadlines,
receive an overwhelming response from clients and therefore looking to continue
to meet these standards in the creative design sector.

RECENT EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Digital Media

Freelance Web Designer

| FDA | Pass

Evo-MX Ltd. | 2016 – 2020

Newcastle College
2012 – 2014

Multimedia
| UoW Fd Cert. | Pass
Coleg Harlech WEA(N)
2009 – 2010

ATTRIBUTES
§
§
§
§
§
§

Organised
Driven
Passionate
Can work under pressure
Ability to meet deadlines
Problem solver

Establishing and guiding the website’s architecture. Displaying creativity and
problem solving when required. Ensuring high-performance and availability.
Managing all technical and secure aspects of the WordPress ecommerce website.
I resigned to care for a family member for 1 year, until they moved into residential
care, enabling me to continue my career. During that year, I had a volunteering
position.

Freelance Web Designer
Madhouse Media Ltd. | 2019
Taking work from clients and turning them into the finished article — Whether
website or otherwise. Mainly dealt with WordPress websites. Temporary position.

WordPress Editor
Curtis Gabriel | 2015
Creating/Modifying current WordPress designs. Editing posts and pages and any
other similar aspects of the WordPress site required by the client.

Voluntary Web Designer

EXPERTISE
§
§
§
§

HTML5 & CSS3
Adobe Creative Cloud
Video editing
Microsoft Office

INTERESTS
Reading, writing, music,
aviation, football and
travelling

Democratise Ltd. | 2011
Receiving sample designs from web designer to build an iOS mobile application.
However, due to a lack of funding, a mobile version of their website became the
focal point of the existing project.

PAST EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
2000 – 2011
Worked in retail roles gaining experience and skills with the proven ability to
provide customer satisfaction. Being passionate about design, in 2009, I made
the decision to study and commence a career in the field of digital and graphic
design.

